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I
Yourspaceship is out of controlas you enter the Alpha Centaurisystem.
Yourcargo is a remarkablypowerfulexplosive that detonates on impact.
Youhave lost all controlover the situation,with the exception of two buttons. One button would fire a small retrorocket,but there is only enough
fuel to fire it once. The other button will eject you and your life support
system into safe orbitaroundAlphaCentauri,and you know that yourown
life is not in jeopardy;you will be savedin due course by the Intergalactic
Patrol ship that comes around from time to time. You problem is this:
should you fire the retrorocketbeforeyou leave the ship?
This is a problemfor the followingreason: your onboardcomputerinforms you that you are on a collision course with the third planet of the
system. It also calculates that the ship with its cargowill destroythe entire
planet should it crash into it. Furthermore,the computerinformsyou that
the planet is home to ten billionpeople who have elected to have no intercourse with civilizationoutside their system. They will be killed if your
ship hits their planet. If you fire the retrorocket,you can avoidsuch a collision, but doing so will put the ship on a collisioncourse with a small capsule in orbitaboutthe planet, one that is occupied by a single astronaut.If
the ship collides with the capsule (as it surely will if the retrorocketis
Thanksaredue to the Institutefor HumaneStudiesand to LibertyFund, Inc., forsupport
during the preparationof the earliestdraftsof this article.DavidB. Suits and PatrickGrim
offeredmuch help on the middledrafts.Morerecently,the articlehas benefitedfroma presentationand discussion at the meetings of the NorthAmericanSocietyfor Social Philosophy in Chicagoin AprilI 987, and at the Symposiumon Ethics and the Conductof Lifeat the
RochesterInstituteof Technologyin JanuaryI 987. Finally,I am indebtedalso to the Editors
of Philosophy& PublicAffairsfor theirveryhelpfulcommentsand suggestions.
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fired), the astronautwill be killed. You must make a choice: destroy the
planet, with its ten billionlives, or destroythe capsule, with its one life.
Relativelycommon intuitions about this science-fiction example, buttressed perhaps (but not necessarily) by some well-known ethical theories, would suggest that, all other things being equal, the choice is
straightforward:one ought to fire the retrorocket.The reason for this
seems equally straightforwardto those who have these intuitions: one
ought to act in such a way as to save the most lives. John Taurek,on the
other hand, has arguedthat one ought to flip a coin.I
Taurek'sargument, brieflystated, goes like this. In the absence of special reasons for greaterconcern for the one than for the ten billion, or of
specialreasons for greaterconcernfor the ten billion(singly, in groups,or
all together)than for the one, you should give everyonea fifty-fiftychance
to live in this terriblecircumstance.2Hence the coin toss. Flippinga coin
is meant only as a way of representingsome procedurethat acknowledges
each individual'sequal potentialloss, and emphasizes your effort at expressing equal concern for all those involved with the consequences of
your decision. A crucial part of Taurek'sargumentis his contention that
i. John M. Taurek,"Shouldthe Numbers Count?"Philosophy& PublicAffairs 6, no. 4
(Summer I 977). Page numbersin the text referto this article.There has arisena minorindustryin Taurekarticles.See, for example,DerekParfit,"InnumerateEthics,"ibid. 7, no. 4
(Summer 1978); Charles Fried, "Correspondence," ibid. 8, no. 4 (Summer I979); Derek Par-

fit, "Correspondence,"
ibid.;GregoryS. Kavka,"TheNumbersShouldCount,"Philosophical
Studies 36 (I979); WilliamH. Shaw,"ElementaryLifesaving,"SouthernJournal of Philosophy i8 (I980);

James F. Woodward, "Why the Numbers Count," ibid.

I9

(I98I);

and

FrancesMyrnaKamm,"EqualTreatmentand EqualChances,"Philosophy& PublicAffairs
14, no. 2 (Spring I985).
2. Specialreasonscouldinclude an estimateof the greatcontributionsthat this one person
might make (because of specialcharacteristics),or that these ten billionmight make (or one
of them, or some of them), to yourown weffare,or to the weffareof others,or to something
else that you deem important.Because of the puzzles engenderedby such special reasons
my science-fictionstorystipulatesthat the AlphaCentaurianshave elected to have no intercourse with civilizationoutsidetheirsystem. I hope this is enough. Taurek,in conversation,
has suggested the followingexampleas a way of moreneatly separatingthe numbersquestion fromissues involving"specialreasons":Imagineten billionplanets, each with a civilization similarto Earth's.Yourdilemmais to choose between killingone innocent Earthling
and killingone personon each of the ten billionworlds.This may avoidsome confusionsinvolving specialreasons, but not all of them. Furthermore,it makes for a much sloppierscience-fiction story. Nevertheless,it must be acknowledgedthat in Taurek'ssuggested revision there is the virtueof avoidingthe necessity of consideringthe loss of a civilization-or
an entire ecosystem-which may in the minds of many be an additionalhorror,beyondthe
loss of a greatmany people, that wouldbe a consequenceof the destructionof the planetin
my version.
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personallosses or sufferings do not add up across persons in the way one
might uncriticallysuppose, and that there is thereforelittle sense to the
idea that there is "greatersuffering"or "greaterloss to the persons involved"if the planet is destroyedthan if the capsule is destroyed.The only
relevant loss is the loss to each individualof his or her life, and there are
ten billionand one personswho face this loss in our example.Taurek'sposition reflects the idea that you should do as much as you can for all these
persons, and this suggests maximizingeach person'schances for survival.
You should therefore flip a coin, thus giving each person a fifty-fifty
chance, and thus takingeveryperson'spotentialloss seriously.3
I do not intend to argue that Taurekis wrongregardingthe additivityof
people'slosses or sufferings. I agree with Taurekthat these simplydo not
sum. I would even agree that as far as losses to the ten billionand one Alpha Centauriansare concerned, there is no greaterloss if the planet goes
than if the capsule goes. It is not that there is a greaterloss to the ten billion, but ratherthat more people suffer an equal loss. It might be thought
3. The questionthatTaurekaddressesgeneratesa remarkablyrich varietyof furtherquestions. As a way of highlightingsuch matters,imagine the followingrathercuriouscase. Six
persons have been capturedby membersof a little-knowncult and are being subjected to a
perverseritual: First they are to draw lots which will distributethem into two rooms, the
green roomand the red room.The lots are such that one personwill go into the green room
and five persons will go into the red room. Second, the cult will captureanotherinnocent
passerby(you, as it happens),andwill insist thathe decidewhich roomwill be burnedto the
ground(perhapsunder the threatthat all seven prisonerswill be shot and the game begun
again with other captivesif no decisionis forthcoming).Barringthe possibilityof escape or
rescue, what shouldyou do? Better,assumingthatyou shouldchoose one roomor the other
(which is not an altogetherobvious assumption),how should you go about making your
choice? Let the personsbe completelyunknownto you. Change the storyfromcase to case
so as to give differentinformationto the personsinvolved.Does thatmakea difference?Does
it make a differencethat the first six victimsknow-or do not know-the significanceof the
initial lottery?Does it make a differencewhetheryou know-or do not know-that the victims have been distributedby means of a lottery?Whatif the victims,knowingwhy they are
choosing lots, are able to come to some agreementaboutwhat you shoulddo, and they communicate this to you? Does that make a difference?The mind reels. The principlethat you
shouldmaximizeeach person'schances mayyielda determinatesolutionin some cases, but
not in others. I am not sure that this is an embarrassmentto Taurek'sposition,since he can
hold on to the principlein some cases, dropit in others(due to "specialreasons"for a particularchoice), and even acknowledgeindeterminatecases withoutbetrayinghis fundamental
thesis. Nevertheless,the thesis wouldbe bettersupportedif these issues were explicitlydiscussed. I am indebtedto RichardBensel forraisingthem. Quite a differentconcern arisesif
one considerscarefullythe idea that death constitutesa loss to a person-an idea centralto
Taurek'sdiscussion if not to his theoreticalpoint. Is this reallyan appropriateway to think
aboutdeath? I am not sure that it is. Nevertheless,considerationof Taurek'sinterestingargument againstcounting the numbersrequiresthat we suspend such concerns.
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that this considerationleaves open the possibilityof an ethically significant way of multiplying losses across persons, but Taurek's examples
make this idea trickyto support,and I will not explicitlyquarrelwith him
here, either.4
Nevertheless, even granting Taurek all of this, there are reasons to
think that the numbers should count, at least sometimes. I shall contend
that his thesis requiresnot only that one show equal concern for the loss
to each person involved, but also that one invest this principlewith such
strength as to block other kinds of considerationsthat may appearto be
relevant.The thesis that the numbers shouldnot count requiresthat Taurek's "principleof equal concern"rule out any considerationthat persons
are worth saving just because they are persons. This is a strong requirement, and it receives no defense in Taurek'sarticle.
II
Taurek'sfirst effort to persuadehis readersthat the numbers should not
count involves a case in which six people are dying of some terribledisease. Fortunately,Taurekhas a drugwhich can save peoplewho aredying
of this disease. Unfortunately,he does not have enough to save all six; he
has only enough to save five. But he cannot save any five: one of the six is
so sick that he would require all of Taurek'sdrug if he were to be saved.
The other five are not so sick; they could all be saved, given the amount of
the drug that Taurekhas. The remainingdetail of the storyis crucial: the
one very sick person is David, a person that Taurekknows and likes. The
others are strangers.
Taurek contends that he is entitled to give the drug to David, just because he is someone that Taurek likes. He acknowledges that others
4. Derek Parfitdoes quarrelwith Taurekon this point. See "InnumerateEthics."Parfit's
argument in behalf of additivityis, however,implausible.It amounts to this: one person
might choose to have a migrainefor a half-hourratherthan have a thousandminor headaches over the next year,judging that the latteris worse.We might all agree. But then why
should we not agree thatit is worsefor a thousandpeopleto have minorheadaches than for
one to have a migraine?Surelythe right answerto Parfitis thatit is in large partthe cumulative effect of a thousandminorheadaches that makes them worse than a migrainein the
one-personcase. No such cumulativeeffect is to be found in the many-personcase. Parfit
also,in passing, cites an elegantpassagefromC. S. Lewis thatenunciatesnicely the contention thatpainsdo not sum acrosspersons.The passageis fromLewis'sProblemof Pain (New
York:Macmillan,1978), and appearedoriginallyin defense of the Christiandoctrineof suffering.
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might view such an act as immoral,and so begins his argumentthat numbers should not count. In particular,he argues that if he is right in thinking that he may give all of the drug to David-and that the numbers
should not count in this situation-then it is hardlylikely that the numbers should count in a situationwhere none of the six is known to him:
The problem,then, is to explain, especiallyperhapsto these five people,
how it is that merely because I know and like David and am unacquaintedwith them I can so easily escape the moralrequirementto save
their lives that would fall on most anyone else in my position.The only
relevant considerationhere is that I happen to like David more than I
like any of them. Imagine my saying to them, "Admittedly,the facts are
such that I would be morallyobligatedto give you this drug, if it didn't
happen that I prefer to give it to him."The moral force of such facts
must be feeble indeed to be overriddenby an appeal as feeble as this.
(pp. 297-98)
Taurekoffers examples and a discussion that suggests that it would be all
right to give the drug to David,and he contends-correctly, I think-that
this need not be because of some obligationthat he has to David. Taurek
is certainlyright in contending that merely knowing and liking someone
entails no such obligation,and he maybe right aboutthe legitimacyof saving the person he knows and likes in situationslike the ones he outlines.5
Taurekthen considersthe case where he knows none of the six, but the
other details of the storyremain the same. For Taurek,the new case becomes one in which he has equal concern for all six people. Here is what
he says about the relevance of numbersin such cases:
It seems to me that those who, in situations of the kind in question,
would have me count the relativenumbers of people involvedas something in itself of significance, would have me attach importanceto human beings and what happens to them in merely the way I would to objects which I valued. If six objects are threatenedby fire and I am in a
position to retrievethe five in this roomor the one in that room, but un5. I do not mean, here, to claim that no relevantobligationsattachtofriendship. It is just
thatTaurek'scase is carefullyset up to avoidthe need to considerthe specialcase of friendship. Taurek,in the storydevelopedin his paper,merelyknows and likes David.(GregoryS.
Kavka'sdiscussion of Taurek'sargumentseems to have missed this point, as does that of
James F. Woodward.See Kavka,"TheNumbersShouldCount,"and Woodward,"Whythe
NumbersCount.")
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able to get out all six, I would decide what to do in just the way I am told
I should when it is human beings who are threatened.Each object will
have a certain value in my eyes. If it happens that all six are of equal
value, I will naturallypreservethe many ratherthan the one. Why? Because the five objects are together five times more valuablein my eyes
than the one.
But when I am moved to rescue human beings from harm in situations of the kinddescribed,I cannotbringmyself to think of them in just
this way. I empathizewith them. Myconcernforwhat happens to them
is groundedchiefly in the realizationthat each of them is, as I would be
in his place, terriblyconcerned aboutwhat happens to him. It is not my
way to think of them as each having a certain objectivevalue, determined however it is we determine the objective value of things, and
then to make some estimate of the combinedvalue of the five as against
the one. If it were not for the fact that these objects were creatures
much like me, for whom what happens to them is of greatimportance,
I doubt that I would take much interestin their preservation.As merely
intact objects they would mean very little to me, being, as such, nearly
as common as toadstools.The loss of an arm of the Pieta means something to me not because the Pieta will miss it. But the loss of an arm of
a creaturelike me means something to me only because I know he will
miss it, just as I wouldmiss mine. It is the loss to this personthat I focus
on. I lose nothing of value to me should he lose his arm. But if I have a
concern for him, I shall wish he might be sparedhis loss.
And so it is in the originalsituation.I cannot but think of the situation
in this way. For each of these six persons it is no doubt a terriblething
to die. Each faces the loss of something among the things he values
most. His loss means something to me only, or chiefly, because of what
it means to him. It is the loss to the individualthat matters to me, not
the loss of the individual.But should any one of these five lose his life,
his loss is no greatera loss to him because, as it happens,four others ...
lose theirs as well. And neither he nor anyone else loses anything of
greatervalue to him than does David,should Davidlose his life. Five individualseach losing his life does not add up to anyone'sexperiencing a
loss five times greaterthan the loss sufferedby any one of the five. (pp.
306-7)
These are the considerations,then, thatlead Taurekto conclude that he
should flip a coin, thus taking equally seriouslythe loss to each of the six
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people. The fair coin gives each person a fifty-fiftychance. Taurek concedes that in the case of objects, the matterwould be different.There the
numbers would count (is it the case that they should sometimes count?
Taurekdoes not say), but that is because there the concern is loss of valued objects, not loss to the objects. Where persons are involved, he considersloss to persons (creatureslike him), not loss of persons.To consider
the persons as one would considerobjectsis not Taurek'sway.
It is here, I think, that objections are most fruitfullyraised. The initial
objection might go something like this: Taurekis probablyon the right
track when he distinguishes between cases where we are concerned
about objects (and the loss of them) and cases where we are concerned
aboutpeople (and the loss to them). This distinctionis likely to be helpful
in all kinds of situations,and should not be ignoredwhen we are trying to
decide upon the right thing to do. But it is not so clear that the distinction
in question is going to help in the particularkind of case with which we
are presently concerned. If Taurekis right in thinking that where he has
no special concern for any of the six people in his example (or any of the
ten billion and one people in my example) there is no greaterloss to the
group than to the individual,one might reason as follows: since it seems
to be a matter of indifference,in terms of losses to persons, whether one
saves the group or saves the individual,one should look to other reasons
for making one decision rather than another. In particular,one should
consider loss of persons. One should not flip a coin, because persons are
valuable: they are worth saving just because they are persons. In cases
like Taurek'sand mine, where there are no groundsfordistinguishing between losses to the relevantpersons,one is justifiedin consideringthe differentialloss of persons. And here the numbers should count, just as they
do, for Taurek,where six valued objects are threatenedby fire.
It is not clear that this initial objection would be decisive in cases of
harms short of death, or in cases of benefits to be bestowed.6But where
loss of human life is concerned, the objection might go, surely one may
add up the numbers of lives to be lost in each of the two options,and surely
one should opt for the decision which avoidsthe greaterloss of persons.7
6. I thinkit couldbe, but I shall not explorethe matterhere.
7. Foran appealto this view,withoutan explanationof it, see PhilippaFoot,"TheProblem
of Abortionand the Doctrineof DoubleEffect,"OxfordReview5 (I967): 5-15. See also Foot,
in ThePhilosopher'sAnnual,vol. i, ed. DavidL. Boyer,PatrickGrim,andJohn
"Euthanasia,"
T. Sanders (Totowa,N.J.: Rowmanand Littlefield,1978), especiallyp. 70 (the article appearedoriginallyin Philosophy& PublicAffairs6, no. 2 [Winter1977]). Bothpieces are re-
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This, of course,is just what Taureksaysis not his way. But the objection
might be advancedagainst even this claim. Just what is at stake in Taurek's earlierclaim that it is legitimate to save David,his very sick personal
acquaintance,ratherthan the five otherswho could be saved by the same
quantityof the wonderdrug? Here, too, afterall, there is no distinction to
be drawn between the loss to David and the loss to the others. The five
losses-to do not add up. All we can compare,at most, are losses to individuals. If losses-to were all that were at stake here, then it would seem that
we should flip a coin here, too, on Taurek'sview. So what is at stake?
Clearly,the difference is to be found in the fact that Taurekknows and
likes David. But is not this just a way of saying that Taurekvalues David
more than he values the five? Is it not just a way of saying that the loss of
the five is better,forTaurek,than the loss of David?If this is an acceptable
interpretationof Taurek'sview of this case, then it will not do for him to
say that it is "nothis way"to treatpeoplein the way he would treatvalued
objects, and the objectionmight well be decisive, at least where loss of life
is at stake.
III
Taurekhas an answer to this objection,and it is not altogetherimplausible.8 He would say that the case where he knows and likes David is not
acceptablyinterpretedas a case in which he values Davidmore. He is concernedfor David. He aches with David. Because of this special empathy
he is more concerned about the loss to David than he is about the loss to
the other five. In the case where he knows none of the six sick people, he
has empathy for each of them, because they are creatures like him, and
printed in PhilippaFoot, Virtues and Vices (Ithaca: CornellUniversityPress, 1978). For
Foot,the view that we shouldcause "lessinjury"ratherthan more,in cases where both our
optionsinvolvebringingaidor bothinvolveavoidinginjury(and neitherinvolvesspecialduties), seems to be a fixed pointin her analysisof otherissues. It is just this view that Taurek
criticizes. It seems to me that the presentdiscussionexplainswhy Footis right and Taurek
wrong.At least in cases where lives are at stake,we evaluatethe relativeloss of persons. For
a mercifullybrief-and somewhatmore conservative-statement of concernslike Taurek's
about whether the numbers should count, see G.E.M.Anscombe'sreply to Foot'spiece on
the doctrineof doubleeffect: Anscombe,"Whois Wronged?"OxfordReview5 (i967): I617. For a valuableresponse to Anscombe,see JonathanGlover,Causing Death and Saving
Lives (Harmondsworth:Penguin, 1977), pp. 207-10.
8. I rely here on Taurek'sremarksduring a discussionof his articlesponsoredby the Institutefor Humane Studiesin MenloPark,California,duringthe summerof I980.
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because he knows how terriblethe loss would be to him, were he in their
shoes. But there is no greaterloss to five peoplewho die than to one person
who dies, and in this case there is no special empathythatjustifies saving
the one ratherthan the five, or saving the five ratherthan the one.s
In addition,Taurekwould insist that the coin toss, which he counsels
in case none of the six are known, is not fairlyappraisedas reflecting indifference between the two outcomes. It is not a mere shrug of the shoulders, but rathera fairprocedure,one which acknowledgesthe equalityof
the losses-to among all six people. It would not do, for example, to use just
an arbitrarydecision procedure.It would be wrong to help the one lone
individual because he is wearing a red sweater and red is your favorite
color,or to help the five because five has always been your favoritenumber.
Taurekwould say, then, that the objectionwith which we ended the last
section simply misses his point. It relies (or seems to rely) on the contention that where there are no groundsfor distinguishing among the losses
to the relevantpersons, losses-to become irrelevantin making a decision.
But, Taurekwould say, because the losses-to are equal and because it is
the losses-to that are ethicallyimportant,a fairproceduremust be chosen
formaking the decision, one that does not ignore the importanceof lossesto. It is not a matterof indifferencewhat you do: in cases where the only
distinction to be drawninvolvesnumbers, one ought to flip a coin. That is
what is required, according to Taurek,if one gives due considerationto
what is at stake for each of these persons.
Taurekmakes his case by way of examples. He does not defend his contention that we ought to attend to the losses to persons, but ratherappeals
to our intuitions about what is proper.Intuitions are, of course, "as common as toadstools."But Taurekhas hit upon a rathercentralone, and it is
impossible to shrug it off. His problemis that the intuition that the num9. But why does Taurekhave special empathyfor Davidin the first case? Is this reallyso
differentfromsaying thathe values Davidmore?This is not just a side issue. Taurekmight
suggest that the differencethe numbersseemto makein some cases is reallya psychological
differencein us; we are more appalledby the idea of many dying than we are by the idea of
just one death.Taurekmight then questionthe ethicalrelevanceof such a reaction,and that
seems fairenough (but why arewe moreappalled?).But is Taurek'sconcernfor David'sloss
so verydifferent?David,afterall, will lose no morethan any of the otherswould.This is puzzling. It is hard to understandhow we are to explain Taurek'sview of the case where he
knows and likes David,if neither the loss of personsnor our psychologicalreactionto such
losses is to be considered.But if eitheris considered,then it is hardto see why the numbers
shouldnot sometimescount.
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bers should count is just as common andjust as central.At the very least,
Taurekdoes a nice job of highlighting a tension that may sometimes exist
between the view that persons should be regardedas persons,ratherthan
objects, and the view that sheer numbers are relevant in cases like the
ones at issue.
It is neverthelessrevealingto look backat the objectionofferedabovein
Section II, in orderto see just how Taurek'sresponse is supposed to work
against it. This will serve to expose the powerthat Taurek'sprinciplemust
have if it is to lead to the conclusion that the numbers should not count.
Let us say that I am faced with Taurek'sdecisionin the case where none
of the sick persons is known to me. Let us say, further,that I follow the
procedurerecommendedin the objectiondiscussed in Section II: I note
that there is no greaterloss to the five than to the one, but I am left uncomfortableabout the prospectof flippinga coin. I consider:human life is valuable, but not just to the personliving that life. People are valuable.They
are certainlyvaluableto me, in terms of things they do instrumentallyfor
me, but it seems to me that they would be valuableeven if they did not do
anything for me. They are creatureslike me, and that invests them with
some importance,but I am not sure that even this captureswhat I mean
when I say that people are valuable.Peopleareintelligent to one degree or
another, they become concerned over ethical issues, they respond to the
world emotionally-I cannot help feeling that the worldis a better place
with people in it than it would be without them.'o This may be in some
sense a parochialview. (If toadstoolshad anything to say on this question,
I o. A couple of clarificationsmay be in orderhere. First,the idea that the worldis a better
place with peoplein it than it wouldbe withoutthem does not implythat a worldwith more
peoplein it is alwaysbetterthanone withfewerpeople.Whileone mighttakesuch a position
(with its rather dramaticimplicationsfor questions concerning overpopulationand birth
control),it is not a necessary consequence of the idea that human hfe is valuable.Wateris
valuable,too-but one can drownin it. A second clarificationmay be needed concerningthe
contention that human life is valuablein ways that transcendboth the value it has to the
personliving that life and the directbenefitsreceivedby those making the evaluation.This
may, but need not, lend supportto a doctrineof the absolute(nonrelative)value of human
life. I do not think absolutismfollows fromthe contentionin question,but, for present purposes, that is neitherhere nor there.All thatis requiredto undermineTaurek'sargumentis
a convincing case that the value of human life is relevantto cases like the ones we are discussing, perhapsalongsideconsiderationof the valuelife has to the personliving thatlife. It
is unfortunatethat Taurekhas framedthe issue in terms of a contrastbetween loss-to and
loss-of,since even the loss of a valuableobject(whethera personora workof artorwhatever)
may still be a loss to someone,or at least a loss with respectto some background.Since Taurek'sargumentagainstthe relevanceof sheernumbersin these situationsinvolves,in a fundamentalway, a denialthatpeopleshouldbe thoughtof as valuableobjects,it shouldinvolve
equallya denial that the value of people to othersis relevant.This is what makes it difficult
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they might suggest that intelligence and the like are not reallyveryimportant. But then, if toadstoolshad anything to say on the subject, perhaps
they would regard intelligence highly after all. No telling about toadstools.) But that does not seem to make much difference. That is what I
think and feel. People are valuable.They are worth saving because they
are people. They are objects, although they are surely rather special objects. That is what makes them so valuable.
I am in a position to save five lives, or one life. I choose to save the five.
Do I do something wrong?
If Taurekis right in contending that the numbers should not count, he
must say that my decision is wrong. It is wrong because I have counted
the numbers. But why have I counted the numbers?It was because I considered human beings to be valuable (or worthy of saving) in their own
right, because they are persons. If I considerthem in that way, it seems to
be perfectlyappropriatethat I count the numbers. Taurekallows that it is
because objects are valuable to him that he would count the numbers
where objects of similarvalue were at risk. So the infection spreads:the
thing I do wrongis to considerpersonsto be valuablein and of themselves.
The reason this is wrong is that persons should not be thought of as objects, valuable or otherwise. It is not just that this is not Taurek'sway; if
he is right that the numbers should not count, it follows that this should
not be my way, either. I should not count human beings as valuable.
This, then, is the real force of Taurek'sargument:his principleof equal
concern must rule out any thought that persons are worth saving because
they are persons, or that human life is valuableor worth saving in and of
itself. We must never considerthe loss of persons,only the loss to persons.
Taurekgives no argumentthat would provideindependentreasons for rejecting such thoughts, yet his positionrequiresthat they be rejected.They
should be rejected.
IV

In the end, then, we seem still to be faced with a war of intuitions. But it
is hard to see how Taurek'sintuition can hope to do much damage in that
war. The crucial intuition, for him, is that persons should not be treated
like objects. The intuition enters the argument when Taurek distinguishes between loss to and loss of. Persons suffer losses; they are creato bring Taurek'smain argumentinto line with what he says about the case involvinghis
acquaintanceDavid.
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tures like me; and so on. Objectsdo not sufferlosses, Taureksays, but why
does he believe this? Only because he believes that persons are not objects. Is it not more felicitous to suggest that persons are different from
other things in this way, but that this does not make them nonobjects?
Perhapsthis grates too much. All that counts, though, is that we make
the distinctionin a reasonableway, and we may be able to do this without
allowing the object/personproblemto crop up. The most reasonable approach seems to be this: I can be concerned about the loss of all kinds of
things. I can be concerned,in particular,aboutthe loss of people. It is only
in the case of people, though (or, perhaps, sentient creatures generally),
that the question of loss-to arises. That means that I can be concerned
about either the loss to persons or the loss of persons. It may be that, in
many cases, it is the loss to personsthat shouldbe the most importantconsideration.It is not clear,however,why this should be the only consideration, especiallyin situationslike the ones describedby Taurek.
Totalvictoriesdo not come easilyin wars of intuitions,of course. Taurek
wants us to reject considerationof the numbers of persons involved in
cases like the ones we have been discussing. I have argued against that
view, and forthe view that the numbersare alwaysethicallyrelevant(even
when not decisive). Thereis, however,a halfwaypositionthat may be congenial to some. It is possible, I suppose, that Taurekis right in thinking
that if the choice is between saving one and saving five, one should flip a
coin; perhaps a rejoinderfrom Taurekwould make it plausible that, in
such cases, considerationof losses-of is simply'outweighedby his principle of equal concern. Nevertheless, in cases like the one with which we
began this discussion, where the choice is between saving one life and
saving huge numbers of lives, Taurek'sview loses all intuitiveplausibility.
Perhapsthe problemshould be recast, for those who agree with Taurekin
the one-versus-fivecase: perhapsthe question should be when the numbers count. It might be that Taurek'sprincipleof equal concern ought to
be decisive in some cases, but that the numbers become decisive when
they are substantial-perhaps when they cross some threshold." If such
a position could be sustained, then perhapseven Taurek,should he find
himself in a disabled spaceship plummeting towardan inhabited planet,
would make the properdecision.
I I. As shouldbe clearby now,it seems to me thatconsiderationof the numbers-of lossesof as well as losses-to-is alwaysat least relevantto ethicaldecisions.The questionhere has
to do with the varyingweights that shouldbe attachedto the differentconcems in different
circumstances.

